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[1] The probability for a halo coronal mass ejection (CME) to be geoeffective is assumed
to be higher the closer the CME launch site is located to the solar central meridian.
However, events far from the central meridian may produce severe geomagnetic storms,
like the case in April 2000. In this work, we study the possible geoeffectiveness of full halo
CMEs with the source region situated at solar limb. For this task, we select all limb full
halo (LFH) CMEs that occurred during solar cycle 23, and we search for signatures of
geoeffectiveness between 1 and 5 days after the first appearance of each CME in the
LASCO C2 field of view. When signatures of geomagnetic activity are observed in the
selected time window, interplanetary data are carefully analyzed in order to look for the
cause of the geomagnetic disturbance. Finally, a possible association between geoeffective
interplanetary signatures and every LFH CME in solar cycle 23 is checked in order to
decide on the CME’s geoeffectiveness. After a detailed analysis of solar, interplanetary,
and geomagnetic data, we conclude that of the 25 investigated events, there are only four
geoeffective LFH CMEs, all coming from the west limb. The geoeffectiveness of these
events seems to be moderate, turning to intense in two of them as a result of cumulative
effects from previous mass ejections. We conclude that ejections from solar locations close
to the west limb should be considered in space weather, at least as sources of moderate
disturbances.
Citation: Cid, C., et al. (2012), Can a halo CME from the limb be geoeffective?, J. Geophys. Res., 117, A11102,
doi:10.1029/2012JA017536.
1. Introduction
[2] Full halo coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are a partic-
ular class of CMEs that appears to surround the occulting
disk of a coronagraph. The first report of a full halo CME
(HCME) was provided byHoward et al. [1982] as consisting
in a 2-D projection of solar material propagating approxi-
mately toward or away from the observer in the interplane-
tary (IP) space. Although nowadays it is well known that
other propagation directions are consistent with the obser-
vation of these events, full halo CMEs erupting from the side
of the Sun facing the Earth (front side) are considered to be a
potential cause of major geomagnetic storms [e.g., Gonzalez
et al., 1994, 1999; Schwenn, 2006; Zhang et al., 2007; Bothmer
and Zhukov, 2007; Gopalswamy et al., 2010c]. Gopalswamy
et al. [2007] showed that the geoeffectiveness (as shown by
theDst index) of a halo CME declines with increasing distance
of its source region from the central meridian. Although this
paper uses a time windowmethod that occasionally leads to an
incorrect association between halo CMEs and geomagnetic
storms, it provides a general understanding that disk center
CMEs are more geoeffective and the geoeffectiveness declines
when the source longitude moves away from the central
meridian. Zhao and Webb [2003] showed that the association
of front-sided full halo CMEs with moderate to large storms
during the first half of solar cycle 23 tends to decrease as the
solar cycle approaches its maximum, though this decreasing
trend is not monotonic.
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[3] Gopalswamy et al. [2010d] examined the IP counterparts
of the 17 halo CMEs with source longitudes >45 (labeled as
“limb halo CMEs” in that paper) and associated with intense
(i.e., Dst < –100 nT) geomagnetic storms in the 1996–2005
period. These authors provide evidence that those geomagnetic
storms are due to the sheath portion of the interplanetary CMEs
(ICMEs). Moreover, they show that some of these storms are
associated with interacting halo CMEs.
[4] Zhang et al. [2007] investigated the origin of all major
geomagnetic storms (Dst < –100 nT) occurring during the
time period 1996–2005. They conclude that about 60% of the
events could be directly associated with a single CME and
27% of the events were caused by complex ejecta, originat-
ing from interacting CMEs. In particular, a case study [Dasso
et al., 2009] of the interaction between two ejecta around
0.5 AU has shown that the interaction of CMEs can produce
serious consequences on predictions of CME geoeffective-
ness, such as increasing the magnetic field (due to compres-
sion during the interaction) and modifying the time arrival
(due to interchange of linear momentum between the inter-
acting CMEs). High-speed solar wind streams emanating from
coronal holes and creating corotating interaction regions were
at the origin of the remaining 13% of severe geomagnetic
storms in the study by Zhang et al. [2007]. In 68% of the cases,
the associated CME appeared as a full halo CME. In 86% of
the cases, the source of the geoeffective CMEs was located
less than 45 from the central meridian position. Their inves-
tigation indicates that western events are more likely to be
geoeffective than eastern events, in which case the sources of
highly geoeffective events can extend to 85W. This western
bias was already shown by Wang et al. [2002]. From obser-
vations made by multiple spacecraft, it is known that CME
shocks can be as wide as 180 [Zurbuchen and Richardson,
2006], and therefore a shock driven by a CME from the solar
limb could reach the Earth. The question is how common
those extremely wide CME-driven shocks are and, even more,
whether or not they can be geoeffective when the Earth is hit
by the extended sheaths behind them, if any.
[5] Rodriguez et al. [2009] studied three front-side halo
CMEs with a nontypical geomagnetic response. Two of these
events originated close to the central meridian. Contrary to what
is expected from statistical studies [e.g., Zhang et al., 2007], the
halo CME on 4 April 2000, that originated far from the disk
center is the one corresponding to the strongest geomagnetic
disturbance among the three events studied. Rodriguez et al.
[2009] noted that the CME’s geomagnetic response (as mea-
sured, for example, by the Dst peak value) behaved corre-
spondingly to the ICME signatures measured at L1 (more
specifically, the north-south IP magnetic field component and
the solar wind speed), meaning that the last step of the Sun-
Earth chain (from L1 to the magnetosphere) is in accordance
with what is expected. The event on 4 April 2000 was also
discussed byGopalswamy [2002]. This study, which compares
the observations from the near-Sun region and in situ for the
three largest geomagnetic storms of the year 2000, concentrates
on issues related to the prediction of the 1 AU arrival of CMEs.
As Gopalswamy [2002], Rodriguez et al. [2009] illustrated
once again the need of checking the IP medium conditions to
assure the existence of a physical relation between what departs
from the Sun and what arrives to the Earth.
[6] Motivated by this idea, we performed a detailed anal-
ysis of the evolution, along the Sun-Earth chain, of the limb
full halo (LFH) CMEs of solar cycle 23, by analyzing solar
data (Ha, EUV corona, white light corona), IP type II emis-
sions, solar energetic particle (SEP) data, solar wind data, and
geomagnetic indices.
[7] This multidisciplinary study has been undertaken in the
framework of an ISSI International Team project. This team,
which joins scientists with expertise from the solar atmosphere
to the terrestrial surface, was created because of the need to
link all the steps of the Sun-Earth chain to perform accurate
event studies. To our understanding, there are not so many
deep-detailed multidisciplinary studies of such events, fully
encompassing the from-Sun-to-Earth scenario. We should
mention thatGopalswamy et al. [2010d] studied previously IP
counterparts of what they called limb halo CMEs. However,
the term limb halo CME was used for those halo CMEs with a
source longitude >45. In this paper, as will be described
below, the term LFH CME refers to source longitude >80.
Moreover, Gopalswamy et al. [2010d] addressed only four
events (of the 25 included in this paper) that have the source
region longitude 80 or further from the central meridian
(other events mentioned there are further from the limb).
[8] The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
present the set of studied events and describe the analyzed
data. In section 3, we review the solar source determination
of every event and investigate the possibility of geomagnetic
disturbance. In section 4, we revise IP data for those cases
where we found geoeffectiveness in the analyzed temporal
interval and revise the association between each LFH CME
and the observed geomagnetic disturbance. Finally, in section 5,
we present our conclusions.
2. Observations and Events
[9] The flow diagram in Figure 1 describes the procedure
followed in our data analysis. The starting point for our study
is the SOHO/Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph
(LASCO) halo CME catalog [Gopalswamy et al., 2010a],
available at http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/halo/halo.html
(a subset of the CME catalog by Yashiro et al. [2004] and
Gopalswamy et al. [2009a]), from which we extract the list of
LFH CMEs (only using events originating within 10 from
the limb). Then, we revise the solar sources of each event of
this list to verify that they are really halo events from the
limb. The next step is to check the geoeffectiveness between
1 and 5 days after the LFH CME launch. The analysis of the
events without geoeffective signatures stops at this point.
Otherwise, we proceed with the study of the corresponding IP
signatures. We check solar wind data from ACE/Solar Wind
Electron, Proton, and Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) and MAG
[McComas et al., 1998; Smith et al., 1998], Wind/SWE
[Ogilvie et al., 1995], and Wind/Magnetic Fields Investiga-
tion [Lepping et al., 1995]; SEP data fromACE/EPAM [Gold
et al., 1998] and GOES/EPS [Sauer, 1993]; and radio emis-
sion from Wind/WAVES [Bougeret et al., 1995] data in
order to support the possible association between the pro-
posed LFH CME and the disturbance that caused the subse-
quent geoeffectiveness or not. In the latter case, we provide
the inferred alternative geoeffective source (see Figure 1).
[10] It must be pointed out that type II (TII) radio emissions
are used here to discard or reject possible associations between
LFH CMEs and in situ disturbances. Given that the emission
frequency and the density at the site of emission are directly
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related, it is possible to determine the approximate distance
from the Sun at which the emission takes place by using a
density model (in this case, the one suggested by Leblanc et al.
[1998]). TII emissions drifting down in frequency thus repre-
sent shocks entering into lower-density regions and moving
away from the Sun. We are mostly interested in the kilometric
frequency range (300–30 kHz), given that at those frequencies
the shock is farther from the Sun and is considered to have
undergone most of the deceleration, traveling at constant
speeds and thus making it easier to relate it to a certain in
situ disturbance. Although the Wind/WAVES type II listing
at http://ssed.gsfc.nasa.gov/waves/ was consulted in a general
basis for the existence of radio emissions, we have specifically
checked the WAVES/TNR data, because of its improved res-
olution in most of the kilometric frequency range, of particular
interest to us. Another consideration to bear in mind for inter-
pretation of these data refers to the site of the emission, com-
monly assumed to be that of the shock’s nose. The type II
emission detected by the Wind/WAVES receivers could have
originated at any portion of the vast CME shock extension, and
there is a big chance that Wind/WAVES detects emissions
arising from a parcel of shock traveling toward Earth than
perpendicular or away from it, even if the speed of that parcel
of shock is slower. The CME cases we analyze here are special,
in that they all arise at the solar limbs and are all very energetic
to be observed as halo CMEs nonetheless. For them, the drift-
ing speed of the related type IIs is more likely to represent the
speed of an Earth-directed portion of the shock (the flank) than
the shock’s nose. Therefore, here we use kilometric TIIs to
infer shock arrival time at Earth, as a proxy to match LFH
CME-related kilometric TII emissions with in situ signatures.
3. Event Analysis: Solar Origin
and Terrestrial Response
3.1. Solar Source Determination
[11] As commented, we have selected all the LFH CMEs
from the halo CME catalog. A description of the characteristics
of halo CMEs can be found in Howard et al. [1982],
Gopalswamy et al. [2004], Gopalswamy et al. [2003, 2007],
and Anonymous [2005]. The term LFH CME refers in this
paper to those full halo CMEs coming from the solar limb, i.e.,
W90 or E90. Therefore, we selected all full halo CMEs origi-
nating from either the western or the eastern limb during solar
cycle 23 (from 1996 to 2009), according to the halo CME
catalog. All events whose source region, as stated in the cata-
log, was within 10 of heliographic longitude from the solar
east and west limbs (i.e., from 90 to 80 and from 80 to
90, respectively) were also included, due to uncertainties in
solar source determination close to the solar limbs. Events in
the catalog associated with backside-limb sources (“Blimb”
events) have not been taken into account here because of
greater uncertainties in their real distance from the limb.
[12] For completeness, we have double-checked the helio-
graphic coordinates of the selected events’ source regions
given in the catalog. We have independently identified the
source location; characterized the corresponding active region
and/or quiescent filament; and, in case the event was related to
a flare, the flare characteristics, by using the following online
and public databases.
[13] 1. X-ray flares and Ha flares reports from NOAA’s
Solar Geophysical Data Reports (ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/
SOLAR_DATA/SGD_PDFversion/).
[14] 2. Active region (AR) NOAA numbers and locations
(http://solarmonitor.org and http://www.solar.ifa.hawaii.edu/
html/msoarmaps.shtml).
[15] 3. X-ray light curves from the Geostationary Environ-
mental Satellites (http://www.solarmonitor.org/index.php).
[16] 4. Daily magnetograms from the Michelson Doppler
Imager onboard SOHO spacecraft (SOHO/MDI) (http://soi.
stanford.edu/production/mag_gifs.html).
[17] 5. Daily movies from the Extreme-Ultraviolet Imaging
Telescope (SOHO/EIT [Delaboudinière et al., 1995]) in
195 Å from the Institut d’Astrophysique Spatiale, MEDOC
data center (http://www.ias.u-psud.fr/eit/movies/) and from the
LASCO CME catalog (http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/).
[18] 6. Ha observations from the Paris Observatory,
Meudon (http://bass2000.obspm.fr) and from the Big Bear
Figure 1. Flow diagram showing the methodology followed to analyze each LFH and its temporally
related geoeffectiveness.
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Solar Observatory and the Ha network (http://www.bbso.
njit.edu/Research/FDHA/).
[19] Table 1 lists the final set of 25 LFH CMEs considered
in this study. The first part of Table 1 gives information
about the solar source and characteristics of each event,
whereas the second part indicates the observed geomagnetic
activity (to be described in the next section). The first col-
umn of Table 1 gives the number assigned to each event.
Columns 2–9 give information about the solar event (source-
related activity and LFH CME): date (day/month/year; day
of year (DoY)), time of first appearance in the field of view
of the LASCO/C2 coronagraph, plane-of-the-sky speed from
linear fitting (from http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/),
1–8 Å X-ray flare class registered by GOES satellites, time
of flare maximum intensity, type of solar source (i.e., NOAA
AR number and/or filament eruption when quiescent fila-
ment eruption was observed or inferred), and source location
of either the associated solar flare or the filament eruption in
the case of no reported associated flare. The source of the
CME is expressed in heliographic coordinates and corre-
sponds to the position of the associated flare at the onset time
or to the position of the filament eruption on the disk at the
time of the CME. Note that according to the halo CME
catalog, the “source location” property of the selected CMEs
is within 10 from the solar east and west limbs (i.e., from
90 to 80 and from 80 to 90 heliographic longitude,
respectively). It is worth pointing out that the AR or quies-
cent filament central coordinates shown in Table 1 might
differ from those of the catalog, since the latter corresponds
to the GOES flare site in the case of ARs and central location
in the case of filament eruptions. Furthermore, this differ-
ence in source location coordinates between Table 1 and the
halo CME catalog is, at most by a few degrees, what can be
considered small when compared to the extension of flares
belonging to large events and within a reasonable uncer-
tainty in location determination close to the limbs. When the
source is an AR and it had not appeared on the Sun’s visible
side by the time of the ejection, as may happen for CME
events launched close to the east solar limb, the AR number
assigned is deduced by taking into account the mean solar
rotation rate at the corresponding latitude (these cases are
marked in Table 1 with the superscript b). If an AR is
observed at that latitude later on and a number was allotted to
it, the CME is associated with this AR.When the brightening
occurs at the limb and the precise heliographic longitude of
the possible associated flare is not known, the longitude of
the flare is indicated as E90 or W90.
[20] Two CMEs initially included in the subset list of LFH
CMEs were finally discarded: the CME on 26 June 2005 at
07:54 UT (reported to arise from N15E80) and the CME on
4 January 2002 at 09:30:05 UT (reported from N38E87).
When looking at the EIT movie for the 26 June 2005 CME,
we identified a B5.0 flare located at N15, probably coming
from a region just behind the limb. The flare is situated quite
close to the equator (Figure 2 (left), arrow). However, the
observed CME (Figures 2 (middle) and 2 (right)), which is
ejected along a different direction (NNE), has its source
clearly >10 away from the limb (as indicated by its projected
morphology), and therefore it is most likely not associated
with the B5.0 flare. The reason for having discarded the
second event, the CME on 4 January 2002, is the difficulty to
unambiguously determine its source region location. The
eruption of a filament at N25E70 is clearly associated with
the CME. However, those coordinates correspond to the
center of the visible part of a filament that could continue to
the back side. A posteruptive flare is reported close to the east
limb although no coordinates are reported by GOES. There-
fore, due to the inability to determine the coordinates of the
filament eruption, it is not included in the list.
[21] Most of the studied LFH CMEs in Table 1 are asso-
ciated with flares located in ARs, in agreement with previous
results [Gopalswamy, 2010] . The eruptions and flares are
well identified in 195 Å EIT movies by the opening of cor-
onal loops, enhancement of EUV emission, and/or the
development of postflare loops. In several cases, post-flare
loops were also observed as bright arcades at the limb in Ha.
[22] For one event (29 July 2004) no limb active region
could be identified as the source of the LFH CME. Never-
theless, in this case the eruption of a filament was observed
around the onset time of the CME together with the forma-
tion of interconnecting loops between two active regions
(Figure 3). Therefore, we propose the filament as the most
plausible source of the CME. From a statistical point of
view, around 15% of CMEs originate from filament erup-
tions not related to active regions [Dere and Subramanian,
2001].
3.2. Terrestrial Environment Analysis
[23] The second step in the procedure corresponds to the
analysis of data related to geomagnetic disturbances. The
interval of geoeffectiveness explored extends between 1 and
5 days after the LFH CME appearance at LASCO/C2; we
check this time interval for all the events in Table 1. We
treated this as a Yes/No answer to the question “Is there any
kind of geoeffectiveness in that temporal window?”, despite
that such an answer is not always straightforward. The Dst
index is commonly used to determine if an event is geoef-
fective or not: an event is classified as geoeffective if its Dst
index decreases below 50 nT [Gonzalez et al., 1994].
Nevertheless, sometimes solar activity disturbs the terrestrial
environment while the Dst index remains quiet. For that
reason, we have also checked the SYM-H and the ASY-H
indices, as proxies for the low-latitude disturbances; the AU
and AL indices, as proxies for high-latitude disturbances;
and, finally, the am index, as a proxy for planetary distur-
bance. A short description of these indices is given below
(we refer to Menvielle and Berthelier [1991] and Menvielle
et al. [2011] for an extensive description of the geomag-
netic indices); reference values of these geomagnetic indices
can be found at the WDC-C2 for Geomagnetism, Kyoto,
Japan (http://swdcwww.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/), and International
Service of Geomagnetic Indices (hosted by LATMOS, Guyan-
court, France; http://isgi.latmos.ipsl.fr/).
[24] 1. The Dst index, derived on a 1 h basis, measures the
variations in the geomagnetic horizontal component at four
low-latitude observatories [Sugiura, 1964; Sugiura and
Kamei, 1991]. It monitors the axis-symmetric part of the
magnetospheric currents, including mainly the ring current,
but also the magnetopause Chapman-Ferraro current. The
SYM-H index [Iyemori et al., 1992] is essentially the same
as the Dst index, but with the advantage of being derived on
a 1 min basis and from a set of six stations, or groups of
stations. It is worth noting that both Dst and SYM-H zero
values have no physical meaning.
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[25] 2. The ASY-H index [Iyemori et al., 1992], derived on
a 1 min basis from the same network of stations as SYM-H,
monitors both the direct and the unloading response of the
magnetosphere (partial ring current).
[26] 3. The AU and AL indices [Davis and Sugiura, 1966],
currently derived on a 1 min basis, are based on the variations
in the geomagnetic north-south component at 11 observato-
ries distributed in longitude over the auroral oval. They are
intended to represent a measure of the maximum current
density of the eastward and westward auroral electrojets,
respectively. They monitor the magnetic activity produced
by enhanced ionosphere currents in the auroral zone, mostly
related to the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling through
the field-aligned currents.
[27] 4. The am planetary geomagnetic index [Mayaud,
1968] is a weighted average of the aK equivalent ampli-
tudes derived from 3 h range K indices measured at a net-
work of currently 22 subauroral latitude stations evenly
distributed in longitude in both hemispheres. It is statistically
related to the overall magnetosphere energy status.
[28] Up to now, threshold values for classifying the
geoeffectiveness of an event have been only established for
the Dst index [e.g., Gonzalez et al., 1994; Zhang et al.,
2006]. Therefore, for other geomagnetic indices, visual
inspection of data is the only way to identify the presence of
a disturbance. Columns 10–16 of Table 1 show the results
for the indices analyzed: columns 10 and 11, respectively,
show the minimum value of the Dst index attained within the
inspected time interval and the time (DoY/hour) of occur-
rence of this minimum value. In quiet time periods, with the
Dst index slightly fluctuating, column 11 only indicates the
first time when the minimum value was registered.
[29] For two events (Table 1, #6 and #23), the Dst index
was recovering from previous intense storms, and the mini-
mum value for the Dst appears at the beginning of the data
interval analyzed. Although this value is below 50 nT,
it does not mean that the event can be considered geoeffec-
tive, as it corresponds to a previous event. Therefore, if there
is not any other significant decrease in the interval analyzed
where the threshold of 50 nT is passed again, we indicate
that the Dst peak corresponds to the previous storm (these
cases are marked in Table 1 with the superscript c) and the
LFH event is considered nongeoeffective.
[30] Successive columns from 12 to 16 in Table 1 show
whether there is geoeffectiveness (indicated as Y) or not
(indicated as N) in the temporal interval established, respec-
tively, according to the SYM-H, ASY-H, AU, AL, and am
indices. An asterisk indicates the existence of a noticeable
disturbance, but not intense enough to be classified as
geoeffective according to the corresponding index.
Figure 2. (left) EIT image in 195 Å showing the location of the B05 flare on 26 June 2005 at 07:36 UT.
The arrow points to a set of newly faint formed loops that can be seen growing at the eastern limb. (middle
and right) Two LASCO C2 images at the time of appearance of the CME in the NNE limb (Figure 2,
middle) and as it evolved at 07:54 UT (Figure 2, right).
Figure 3. (left) Ha image obtained at Big Bear Solar Observatory showing the two ARs and the filament
between them 2 days before its eruption. (right) EIT image in 195 Å after flare maximum showing the for-
mation of interconnecting loops between AR 10652 and 10653 (pointed by an arrow).
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[31] In the following, we consider that an event is geoef-
fective (labeled as G in column 17) either if the Dst index
reaches a minimum value below 50 nT, or if a disturbance
above background level appears simultaneously in all indi-
ces analyzed (even though the minimum value of Dst is
above 50 nT). Several events are described below to
illustrate the information displayed in Table 1.
[32] Figure 4 presents geomagnetic indices for the time
period 24–28 August 2002. A LFH CME occurred on
24 August 2002 (DoY 236) at 01:27:19 UT (event #15), and
a storm sudden commencement (ssc) occurred on 26 August
(DoY 238) at 11:31 UT (Figure 4, vertical line). This ssc is
most likely associated with the sharp compression of the
magnetosphere corresponding to the arrival of an IP shock at
Earth’s orbit. During the following 24 h, the Dst reaches
twice minimum values of about 45 nT. In the meantime,
significant variations can be observed on the other indices in
a context of geomagnetic activity that started more than
1 day before the ssc. The ssc marks the beginning of a more
active period for AU, while this is not so clearly the case for
AL, am, and ASY-H. Therefore, in this event, geoeffective-
ness for the AU index has been indicated as Y in Table 1,
while an asterisk appears for the other indices. The SYM-H
index is flagged with an N, considering the same threshold
as for the Dst. Since the ssc and the associated magnetic
event only correspond to a clear increase of geomagnetic
activity at high latitudes, we considered this event as
nongeoeffective.
[33] Figure 5 presents the aforementioned geomagnetic
indices for event #17 (4–8 November 2003). An ssc occurred
on 4 November at 6:25:00 UT (Figure 5, solid vertical line);
this is before the LFH CME onset (4 November, DoY 308,
at 19:54:05 UT); consequently, it cannot be associated with
this solar event. One day after the LFH CME onset, at the
beginning of the period to analyze the terrestrial environ-
ment, the Dst index is still recovering from this previous
event, which reached values below 50 nT. On 6 November
(DoY 310), about 2 days after the CME onset, a sharp
increase in SYM-H is observed at around 19:40 UT (Figure 5,
dashed line). This time marks the beginning of a few hours-
long very active period that is observed on all indices, and
thus at all latitudes. In addition, this active period is preceded
and followed at all latitudes by periods of low magnetic activ-
ity. We therefore consider this event as geoeffective although
the Dst and SYM-H indices did not fall below the 50 nT
threshold.
[34] From this analysis, we conclude that 15 of the 25
studied LFH CME events (Table 1) are not geoeffective. Fol-
lowing the procedure described in the flowchart of Table 1,
their analysis ends here. For the other 10 (Table 1, events
marked G in column 17), the last column of Table 1 indicates
the solar source that we deduced from our detailed analysis as
Figure 4. Geomagnetic indices for the time period 24–28 August 2002. (top) The AU (dotted line) and
AL (short dashed line) indices. (middle) The am planetary geomagnetic index. (bottom) The Dst
(solid line), SYM-H (short dashed line), and ASY-H (dotted line) indices. Horizontal dashed lines
Figure 4 (bottom) indicate zero value and 50 nT (threshold value for geoeffectiveness according to
the Dst index). The vertical line marks the time of an ssc (see text for details). An arrow in Figure 4
(top) indicates the time of first appearance in the field of view of the LASCO/C2 coronagraph of the
LFH CME on 24 August 2002.
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the origin of the observed geoeffectivity, as discussed in next
section.When this source does not correspondwith the studied
LFH CME, we indicate in this last column the launch location
of the proposed source; otherwise, we mention that the con-
sidered LFH CME is geoeffective. In this latter case, the
geoeffectiveness can be attributed to the CME itself, or to the
CME in combination with other CMEs. These events are dis-
cussed in detail in section 4.
4. Event Analysis: Interplanetary Space
[35] The following step in the procedure is the analysis of
the interplanetary space data (see Figure 1), by looking at
data of the solar wind, energetic particles, and radio emission.
Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and solar wind plasma
data from Wind and ACE spacecraft were inspected for the
10 geoeffective events identified. The objective is to look
for the IP causes of the geoeffectiveness observed within the
5 day time window after the LFH CME launch date. Those
events where the terrestrial environment disturbance is not
related to the LFH CME are described in section 4.1. The
events for which a complete observational Sun-to-Earth
chain can be established, and where the LFH CME can be
identified as the trigger of the terrestrial disturbance, are
analyzed in full detail in section 4.2.
4.1. LFH CMEs Not Associated With the Prescribed
Geomagnetic Disturbance
4.1.1. Event #1 (23 April 1998)
[36] On 23 April 1998 (DoY 113) at 17:28 UT, the ACE
spacecraft detected the passage of an IP forward shock that
preceded the ssc observed in the Dst index behavior, followed
by a drop down to 69 nT (see Figure 6). This shock
(Figure 6, solid line) was the only one detected within
16 days prior to the Dst minimum. The LFH CME associ-
ated with thisDstminimum byGopalswamy et al. [2007] was
first detected by the LASCO/C2 coronagraph at 05:55 UT on
23 April. However, the solar wind speed observed by ACE
remained below 500 km s1 for more than 3 days before the
shock arrival, making it unlikely that a shock driven by this
CME arrived to ACE in less than 12 h. Hence, this LFH CME
is not the trigger of the observed geomagnetic disturbance.
[37] On 26 April (DoY 116) at 17:00 UT, a second peak
(minimum) appears in the Dst index. This peak is related to a
discontinuity observed in the By component of the IMF in
geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates, together
with a drop in the solar wind density (Figure 6, dashed line),
characteristic of reverse shocks. However, no other signature
in the solar wind velocity or in the magnetic field allows the
identification of this density disturbance as a shock.Moreover,
no other ICME signature appears in the IP plasma and mag-
netic field data. Consequently, there is no evidence in the 1 AU
in situ data that relates the drop on the Dst index time profile
on 26 April to the LFH CME on 23 April. Hence, this CME
from the limb was not geoeffective.
[38] The energetic particle intensity-time profiles mea-
sured prior to the Dst peak on 24 April (DoY 114) and type
II kilometric radio emission help to associate the IP shock on
23 April with a partial halo (PH) CME from the west limb.
Nitta et al. [2003] reported that the solar origin of the mea-
sured large SEP event is the PH CME first seen by the
Figure 5. Geomagnetic indices for the time period 4–8 November 2003. The format is the same as that of
Figure 4. The solid and dashed vertical lines mark the time of two storm sudden commencements (see
text for details). An arrow in the top panel indicates the time of first appearance in the field of view of
the LASCO/C2 coronagraph of the LFH CME on 4 November 2003.
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LASCO C2 coronagraph at 10:07 UT on 20 April. This PH
CME is in temporal association with an M1.4 flare, located
at S30W90, that peaked at 10:21 UT on the same day.
Gopalswamy et al. [2004, 2005a] used also type II metric
and decameter hectometric radio emission to establish the
association between the SEP event with this same flare and
CME. Therefore, the IP shock on 23 April was associated
with this PH CME [e.g., Tylka et al., 2000; Reames et al.,
Figure 6. Interplanetary data and Dst index for event #1. An arrow in the first panel indicates the time of
first appearance in the field of view of the LASCO/C2 coronagraph of the LFH CME on 23 April 1998.
Shown, from top to bottom, are the magnetic field intensity and the magnetic field components in GSM
coordinates (measured by ACE/MAG) and the solar wind density, temperature, and speed (measured by
ACE/SWEPAM). The solid (dashed) vertical line indicates the passage of a forward (reverse) IP shock
by ACE. The eighth panel shows the Dst index.
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2001; Gopalswamy et al., 2001, 2010b]. Since there is no
other IP signature of a transient event, the geomagnetic
activity observed in the analyzed temporal window may be
attributed to the PH CME on 20 April 1998.
4.1.2. Event #9 (28 December 2001)
[39] Figure 7 illustrates the SEPs’ enhancements, solar
wind, and IMF conditions measured during the events of the
last 6 days of December 2001 and the beginning of January
Figure 7. Interplanetary data and Dst index for event #9. An arrow in the first panel indicates the time of
first appearance in the field of view of the LASCO/C2 coronagraph of the LFH CME on 28 December
2001. The first panel shows proton intensity-time profiles measured by the ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 detec-
tor, from 0.115 to 4.8 MeV (color coded) and by the GOES-8/SEM/EPS detector, from 9 to 500 MeV. The
black trace corresponds to the 115–315 keV electron intensity measured by the ACE/EPAM/DE30 detec-
tor, multiplied by 200 as indicated. Short vertical lines mark the time of the first appearance by the SOHO/
LASCO/C2 coronagraph of halo and partial halo CMEs (labeled HCME and PH, respectively). Shown,
from top to bottom, are the magnetic field intensity and the magnetic field components in GSM coordi-
nates (measured by ACE/MAG) and the solar wind density, temperature and speed (measured by ACE/
SWEPAM). The two vertical lines indicate the passage of forward IP shocks by ACE. The ninth panel
shows the Dst index. Arrows in the ninth panel mark the time of minimum values of the Dst index.
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2002, from 25 December (DoY 359) to 2 January 2002
(DoY 367). The seven short vertical lines in Figure 7 (first
panel) mark the time of first appearance of the observed
HCMEs and PH CMEs in the SOHO/LASCO/C2 corona-
graph. The two vertical lines mark the time of the passage of
the two IP shocks detected by ACE in the time period dis-
played: the first on 29 December (DoY 363) at 04:48 UT,
with a background solar wind speed of450 km s1, and the
second on 30 December at 19:30 UT, with a solar wind speed
of 600 km s1, previously reported, among others, by
Gopalswamy et al., [2010b]. No signatures of magnetic cloud
driving any shock can be identified. Two ssc are clearly seen in
theDst index (Figure 7, ninth panel) due to the compression of
the magnetosphere corresponding to the arrival of both IP
shocks at the Earth orbit; these ssc indicate two different
geomagnetic events, although the second one takes place
during the recovery phase of the first one. The two arrows in
Figure 7 (ninth panel) indicate the time when Dst minima
occurred, on 30 December 2001 at 06:00 UT (58 nT) and on
1 January 2002 at 09:00 UT (48 nT). The HCME marked
also with an arrow in Figure 7 (first panel) is the LFH CME
on 28 December 2001 (DoY 362); it appeared in LASCO/C2
at 20:30 UT, originating from AR9767 located at a latitude of
23 south and just behind the east limb. This LFH CME
was the source of the Dst peak on 30 December (Figure 7,
first arrow) according to Gopalswamy et al. [2007].
[40] As can be seen in Figure 7 (first panel), a gradual SEP
event started on 26 December (DoY 360). High-energy
(>40 MeV) protons and near-relativistic electron intensities
rapidly increase after the occurrence of a PH CME on
26 December at 05:30 UT, arising from AR9742 at N08W54.
This PH CMEwas associated with a M7.1/1B flare starting at
04:32 UT that same day [e.g., Gopalswamy et al., 2004;
Agueda et al., 2009]. Gopalswamy et al. [2005a] associated
the PH CME and type II radio emission with the onset of the
SEP event. The prompt rise seen at the low energy (<5 MeV)
proton intensities is due to electron contamination [Lario
et al., 2004, and references therein]. This SEP event exhi-
bits the characteristic profiles of a well-connected event, as its
solar source confirms. The high-energy intensities rapidly
increase at the beginning of the event, when the IP shock
driven by the PH CME is still close to the Sun and strong
(note that the observer is magnetically connected to the nose
of the shock at that time). Later on, its efficiency at acceler-
ating high-energy particles rapidly decreases. This lack of
efficiency is smoothly translated to lower energies as the
shock moves away from the Sun, and the observer’s con-
nection slides toward the eastern flank of the shock front. In
this way, particle intensities start decreasing before the shock
arrival at ACE, and only the flux profiles of E < 0.5 MeV
protons keep increasing and peak at the shock passage on
29 December (Figure 7, solid line). The association of this IP
shock with the PH CME on 26 December is confirmed by the
type II radio emission profile. We argue that this IP shock and
its driver, the PH CME, triggered the geomagnetic activity
that yield the Dst peak on 30 December (Figure 7, first
arrow). Cane and Richardson [2003] and Cane et al. [2006]
related a disturbance (ssc) on 29 December at 05:38 UT and
the passage of an ICME (30 December, 00:00–14:00 UT)
with the PH CME on 26 December. This association agrees
with our interpretation. Moreover, both the time elapsed from
the onset of the LFH CME and the IP shock on 29 December,
only 7 h 18 min, and the measured solar wind speed after the
shock passage render impossible that this LFHCMEwere the
cause of the geoeffective disturbance on early 30 December.
[41] The type II radio emission after the LFH CME on
28 December present in Wind/WAVES RAD1 (also in
accordance with Gopalswamy et al. [2005a], as occurs with
other events analyzed here) indicates the presence of an IP
shock traveling at830 km s1, with an expected arrival time
at00:00 UT on 31 December. The shock speed was derived
from the profile of a type II emission seen to drift from1000
to 400 kHz in the RAD1 dynamic spectrum, which corre-
sponds to radial distances in the range11–25 solar radii (Rs)
from the Sun when assuming a local plasma frequency at
Wind equal to 7.2 cm3. Disparities between the TII-derived
speed and the LASCO plane-of-sky propagation speed are
likely due to different speeds held by the shock’s flank
(propagating fairly toward Earth) and the CME’s leading edge
(propagating perpendicular to the Sun-Earth line), as addres-
sed in section 2. For this event, we have made an exception
by considering hectometric wavelengths, to have another
means of discarding the association between the LFH CME on
28 December and the geoeffectiveness starting on 30 Decem-
ber. Cane et al. [2006] associated the LFH CME with the IP
shock on 30 December at 19:30 (Figure 7, dashed line). Even
if this LFH CME contributed to the geomagnetic disturbance
recorded on 1 January 2002 together with the following PH
CMEs, the Dst index remained above 50 nT, and the rest of
the geomagnetic indices did not indicate any remarkable dis-
turbance over the background; thus, the LFH on 28 December
2001 was not geoeffective.
4.1.3. Event #11 (22 March 2002)
[42] On 22 March 2002 (DoY 81) at 11:06 UT, a LFH
CME appeared in the LASCO/C2’s field of view. It arose
from the interaction between AR9866 and AR9870, centered
15 south on the west limb. Geoeffectiveness began about
1 day after this LFH CME (Figure 8), and the Dst minimum
(100 nT) is reached at 10:00 UT on 24 March (DoY 83).
This geomagnetic disturbance, which started on 23 March at
about 11:00 UT, was related to a big ICME (and preceding the
postshock compression region) detected by ACE starting on
24 March at 12:00 UT and lasting until 25 March at 20:00 UT
(http://www.ssg.sr.unh.edu/mag/ace/ACElists/ICMEtable.html).
Although there is a clear depression in temperature during the
ICME passage (Figure 8, shadowed area), temperature increa-
ses at the beginning of 25 March at the same time that den-
sity, velocity, and magnetic field strength show a clear
discontinuity at 00:57 UT (Figure 8, dashed line), indicating
that the big ICME might be a MultiMC [Wang et al., 2003]
or a complex ejecta [Burlaga et al., 2002]. This ICME
was driving an IP shock that arrived at ACE on 23 March at
10:53 UT (Figure 8, solid line), only 24 h after the afore-
mentioned CME on 22 March. This, together with the fact
that the solar wind speed downstream of the IP shock reached
only 482 km s1, makes the association of this IP shock
with this LFH CME unlikely according to data gathered at
1 AU. Hence, this LFH CME did not trigger the geoeffec-
tiveness of the disturbance on 24 March. On 25 March
(DoY 84) at 00:57 UT, there is a shock-like discontinuity in
the magnetic field strength and solar wind speed. It might be
related to the LFH CME if the possible forward shock driven
by the ICME decelerates down to the observed solar wind
speed downstream this discontinuity (472 km s1).
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Nevertheless, this discontinuity was not geoeffective, accord-
ing to the Dst index and the other indices.
[43] High-energy (10–40 MeV) proton intensities and the
0.175–0.315 MeV electron intensity start to increase shortly
after the launch of the LFH CME (Figure 8, first panel). In
this case, the SEP flux profiles would be consistent with a
western parent activity associated with an IP shock arriving
at the time of the discontinuity on 25 March (the same
association is given by Cane et al. [2006]). However, this
relation cannot be made as clearly as for event #9 due to
several intervening structures that are present during this SEP
event and affect the transport of particles. For instance, just
after the IP shock on 23 March, the >0.3 MeV proton flux
profiles show a local peak, and they decrease afterward (see
Figure 8).
[44] Three days before the occurrence of the LFH CME on
22 March, several widespread CMEs occurred, ranging from
PH to HCME angular widths. The first one worth mentioning
was the PH CME on 19 March at 09:54 UT, originating from
a region right behind the west limb at equatorial latitudes, and
Figure 8. Interplanetary data and Dst index for event #11. An arrow in the first panel indicates the time
of the first appearance in the field of view of the LASCO/C2 coronagraph of the LFH CME on 22 March
2002. The format is the same as that of Figure 7. The two vertical lines indicate the passage of forward IP
shocks by ACE, and the shadowed area corresponds to an ICME passage (see text for details). An arrow in
the ninth panel indicates the time of minimum value of the Dst index.
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with coronagraph plane-of-sky speed of 720 km s1,
lacking the characteristics needed to be associated with the
disturbance on 23 March. Also on 19 March, at 11:54 UT,
a wider PH CME was also observed close to the west limb,
this time on the visible side of the Sun, with an apparent
speed of 880 km s1. Type II radio emission in the range
150–90 kHz is detected by the WAVES TNR receiver in
connection to this event. Assuming a local density equal to
7.2 cm3 and that the emission is of the harmonic kind, the
shock driven by the latter CME is seen to drift at 1000 km
s1 at a distance of 0.5 AU. The extrapolation of the shock
propagation to 1 AU indicates its arrival at 19:00 UT on
20 March. Even assuming the emission is of the fundamental
kind, the arrival time yields01:00 UT on 22March, still too
early to be associated with the in situ signatures discussed
here. The next CME takes place on 20 March at 17:54 UT,
fully surrounding the coronagraph’s occulter in a symmetri-
cal fashion. A weak dimming and a posteruption loop arcade
were detected by SOHO/EIT in AR 9871 (S21W15) in
association with this white-light event. Gopalswamy et al.
[2010b] considered this CME on 20 March with the region
at S17W20 as a better candidate than the LFH on 22 March
for the storm with a minimum on Dst on 24 March, previ-
ously proposed byGopalswamy et al. [2007] by coincidence.
However, there is no obvious activity to assure that that
symmetric full halo CME is frontsided; some flares and
postflare loops well after the time of the CME without prior
dimmings prevent us from performing any unambiguous
association. The last plausible candidate, likely responsible
for the in situ disturbance beginning on 23 March is the fast
PH CME first detected at 23:54 UT on 20 March, traveling
with an apparent speed of 1075 km s1. The complexity
exhibited by several active regions close to the west limb and
the occurrence of two close dimmings of distinct origin
(as seen by EIT in the 195 Å bandpass) do not allow us to
establish a one-to-one association. Nevertheless, it can be
stated that the CME did originate somewhere close to the west
limb, likely involving AR 9866 and AR9870, and maybe
interconnected to some region(s) located behind this limb, as
indicated by the loop growth observed by EIT 195 Å above the
limb. The last two halo events are likely to be responsible for
the complex in situ disturbance beginning on 23 March.
Therefore, the LFH CME on 22 March is not geoeffective.
4.1.4. Event #21 (14 July 2005)
[45] On 14 July 2005 (DoY 195) at 10:54 UT, a LFH
CME appeared in the LASCO C2 coronagraph, originating
in AR10786, a highly flare-productive region at N11 on the
west limb. A faint type II emission between 135 and 85 kHz
(76–120 Rs assuming a local density of 7.2 cm3), which
traces back to the onset of this LFH CME, suggests the
presence of a shock traveling at 1300 km s1 with an
expected arrival time of 02:00 UT on 16 July 2005.
[46] High-energy (40–80 MeV) protons are seen by
GOES-11 in close occurrence with the launch of the LFH
CME on 14 July (Figure 9, first panel). This event is clearly
separated from a former one most likely associated with a
series of solar events developing on 13 July (DoY 194),
including a halo CME and three M class X-ray flares at the
west limb. Between 9 and 40 MeV, both events can still be
differentiated, but they merge in one compound event if
lower energies are considered. The 2 MeV proton intensity
profiles show an extended plateau that does not show any
relevant increase at the time of the passage of the disconti-
nuity observed in the solar wind plasma on 16–17 July. In
fact, at low energies, the absolute peak intensity occurs at
20:00 UT on 16 July, not coinciding with any of the solar
wind discontinuities observed.
[47] Solar wind and IP data are also shown in Figure 9.
Two forward shocks were observed by MAG/ACE on
16 July (DoY 197) at 01:50 UT and on 17 July (DoY 198) at
00:55 UT (Figure 9, vertical lines). Another discontinuity in
the IMF also appears at 16:00 UT on DoY 197. SWEPAM/
ACE observed solar wind discontinuities at the same time in
velocity and density data. Temperature is lower upstream
than downstream of the first shock, although there is not a
clear discontinuity as there is for the last shock. The time
of the first discontinuity (16 July at 01:50 UT) is in accor-
dance with the value suggested from type II observations of
1300 km s1 as stated above.
[48] Several rotations can be seen in the IMF components,
between 15:00 UT on DoY 198 and 02:00 UT of the fol-
lowing day, together with the increase and posterior decrease
of the field intensity. Combined with a low temperature,
these are the indications of a magnetic cloud-type ICME.
The flux rope has a NES structure (the magnetic field points
toward the north in the leading part of the cloud and to the
south in the trailing part, and its internal axis is oriented
toward the east). Previous to the rotation, the IMF Bz com-
ponent remains close to 10 nT for several hours, producing
a geomagnetic storm with the Dst reaching 67 nT on
18 July (DoY 199) at 07:00 UT. This storm is a double-peak
one, with a previous local minimum of 34 nT on 17 July at
11:00 UT. As the Dst, all geomagnetic indices are disturbed
since 06:00 UT on 17 July until midday on 18 July (not
shown in Figure 9). However, the IP shock on 16 July at
01:50 UT, although noticeable by all indices, cannot be
considered a geomagnetic disturbance, as the minimum
value of the Dst index on 16 July is 21 nT.
[49] There were four events at the Sun that could have
caused the transients seen at L1. The first one is a halo CME
from 12 July seen first at 16:54 UT on LASCO C2 that could
have interacted with a LFH CME from 13 July starting at
14:30 UT, this option would require a large deflection of this
CME in order to produce the signatures seen at L1. A second
possibility is that the LFH from 14 July overtook the one on
the previous day, this would again require large deflection as
both CMEs are coming from the W90. A third combination
would be given by the CME on 12 July and a CME not
observed but marked but dimmings from region S0W47 at
19:13 on 13 July. This last explanation is probably the most
likely to have occurred; therefore, we may conclude that the
geomagnetic disturbance observed on DoY 199 is not
related to the LFH CME.
4.1.5. Event #22 (27 July 2005)
[50] The LFHCME on 27 July 2005 (DoY 208) at 04:54 UT
originated from AR10792, located at 12N on the east
solar limb. It was accompanied by a prominence eruption.
There is no indication of an Earth-directed shock producing
radio type II emission in the Wind/WAVES TNR radio data.
All geomagnetic indices are disturbed for a long interval of
about 4 days since the end of 27 July (Figure 10, am not
shown), but the storm can be classified as a minor storm: the
Dst index reached a peak value of 41 nT on 28 July at
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06:00 UT, followed by a slow recovery phase of 4 days due
to a highly fluctuating magnetic field.
[51] On 27 July, the same day of the LFH CME, an IP
discontinuity is observed at ACE at 18:48 UT (Figure 10,
solid line) related to the associated ssc, 11 h prior to the
Dst peak on 28 July. This discontinuity is not a shock driven
by the LFH CME because of the short transit time (14 h)
and the small solar wind speed observed downstream of the
shock (400 km s1). Moreover, it corresponds to a fluc-
tuation in the stream interface between the slow solar wind
and the fast one from a coronal hole. Hence, the LFH CME
is not the source of the geomagnetic activity observed early
on 28 July.
[52] The forward shock observed by ACE at 06:05 UT on
1 August (DoY 213) (Figure 10, dashed line) is most prob-
ably driven by the halo CME on 30 July, first seen by
Figure 9. Interplanetary data and Dst index for event #21. An arrow in the first panel indicates the time
of the first appearance in the field of view of the LASCO/C2 coronagraph of the LFH CME on 14 July
2005). The format is the same as that of Figure 7. The two vertical lines indicate the passage of forward
IP shocks by ACE/MAG (see text for details). Arrows in the ninth panel indicate the time of minimum
values of the Dst index.
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LASCO at 06:50 UT. This halo CME had a plane-of-sky
speed of 1968 km s1, and it is in temporal association with
an X1.3 flare starting at 06:17 UT and originating from
N12E60 [see also Gopalswamy et al., 2010b]. However, this
IP shock did not disturb the terrestrial environment, as seen
by the indices analyzed. The observed geoeffectiveness
starting late on 27 July (DoY 208) is due to the effect of a
fast solar wind stream observed from 28 July at 01:30 UT
to 31 July (DoY 212) at 05:30 UT. The decrease on the
SYM-H and Dst geomagnetic indices takes place due to a
Figure 10. Interplanetary data and geomagnetic indices for event #22. An arrow in the first panel indi-
cates the time of the first appearance in the field of view of the LASCO/C2 coronagraph of the LFH
CME on 27 July 2005. Shown, from top to bottom, are the magnetic field intensity and the magnetic field
components in GSM coordinates (measured by ACE/MAG); the solar wind density, temperature, and
speed (measured by ACE/SWEPAM); the AU (dotted line) and AL (short dashed line) geomagnetic indi-
ces; and the Dst (solid line), SYM-H (short dashed line), and ASY-H (dotted line) indices. The arrow in the
ninth panel marks the time of minimum value of the Dst index. The two vertical lines indicate the passage
of forward IP shocks by ACE.
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small southern IMF interval in the interface between slow
and fast solar wind.
[53] From 24 to 27 July, there were five halo CMEs with
projected speeds >1200 km s1 moving out from the east
limb. The source of all of them, but that on 27 July, was
backsided. The two fastest were the CMEs originating on
24 July at 13:54 UT (2528 km s1) and on 25 July at
11:06 UT (1660 km s1). The 15–40 MeV proton intensities
recorded by GOES-11 start to increase just after the occur-
rence of the latter halo CME, but protons at lower energies
(<5 MeV) were already above background levels at that
time, indicating a previous source of particles. Moreover, the
presence of type II radio emission indicates the existence of
a shock plausibly associated with the halo CME on 24 July
and not with the halo CME on 25 July. Hence, the driver of
the IP shock seen on 28 July at 18:48 UT was most probably
the first halo CME from the limb. Using type III radio data,
Cane et al. [2006] identified the E110 flare at 13:45 on
24 July, as the associated solar origin location of the SEP
event. This flare is temporally related to the halo CME on
24 July. Cane et al. [2006] also indicate that this SEP event
is associated with the shock seen at 1 AU on 28 July. Con-
sequently, the LFH CME on 27 July was not the source of
the geoeffectiveness on 28 July.
4.1.6. Event #25 (25 January 2007)
[54] The LFH CME on 25 January 2007 (DoY 25) at
06:54 UT originated from AR10940 at 6 South S08 on the
Sun’s east limb. Its inferred plane-of-sky speed is 1367 km
s1. This CME is associated with a C6.3 flare, peaking at
07:14 UT and located at S08E90. The Wind/WAVES
detectors registered type II emission drifting down from
14,000 to 90 kHz. The slope of this drifting emission sug-
gests a speed of 1030 km s1 along the range 27–67 Rs
and assuming, in this case, a local plasma frequency at Wind
of 10 cm3, given that the local electronic plasma frequency
line was quite stable around that value during the days 25–
27 January. Assuming this speed is kept constant and that
the shock reaches Wind, the inferred estimated arrival would
take place on Feb. 27, at 01:00 UT. Analysis of the shock
evolution at higher frequencies (i.e., closer to the Sun) can
be found in Gopalswamy et al. [2009b].
[55] All geomagnetic indices are quiet for a long interval
of about 4 days since the beginning of 25 January, followed
by clear activity on all indices since midday of 29 January
until the end of the 5 day period considered (Figure 11, am
not shown). The storm can be classified as a minor storm:
the Dst index reached a peak value of 49 nT on 29 January
at 22:00 UT (more than 4 days after the appearance of the
LFH CME in the LASCO C2 coronagraph). The observed
geoeffectiveness is due to the effect of a fast solar wind
stream observed from 29 January at 19:20 UT and the
interaction region between fast and slow previous solar wind
(Figure 11, shadowed area). Hence, the LFH CME is not the
source of the geomagnetic activity observed on 29 January.
4.2. LFH CMEs Associated With
a Geomagnetic Disturbance
[56] In this section, we discuss the geoeffective events
where the LFH CME can be related to the geoeffectiveness.
We distinguish the cases whether the LFH CME is the cause
of the geoeffectiveness or if it could enhance the disturbance
produced by other solar ejections.
4.2.1. Event #7 (1 October 2001)
[57] The solar source of the LFH CME on 1 October (DoY
274) at 05:30 UT was AR 9628 at S18W90. The observed
type II radio burst on the same day in the Wind/WAVES
RAD1 data suggests an IP shock traveling at 850 km s1
across a heliocentric distance of 13–52 Rs (800–200 kHz),
assuming ne = 7.2 cm
3 at Wind [see also Gopalswamy
et al., 2004]. ACE observed an IP shock on 3 October
(DoY 276) at 08:00 UT (Figure 12, dashed line). Assuming
that the driving ICME results from the LFH CME observed
at 05:30 UT on DoY 274 [see Cane et al., 2010, Table 1],
a transit time from the Sun to the Earth of 48 h and an
average speed of 860 km s1 are inferred. The latter value is
similar to the speed derived from the type II emission profile
at distances of 13–52 Rs. This coincidence may be regarded
as an indication of the shock traveling across those distances
at the average speed value, while it may slow down further at
larger distances. At the same time, it is reasonable to inter-
pret that the similarity exists because this emission takes
place at a portion of the shock traveling toward Earth, i.e.,
the flank. Back to ACE, downstream of the IP shock, a
southern IMF of approximately 20 nT lasting more than
5 h is responsible for the decrease of an already disturbed
Dst index to a peak value of 166 nT.
[58] SEP intensities at high energy (from2 to80 MeV)
show an enhancement about 4 h after the CME launch, with
a second increase due to the passage of the shock on DoY
276 (Figure 12, dashed line). Although the particle onset
takes place in a perturbed solar wind/IMF regime due to
another former IP shock (Figure 12, solid line), which in turn
can be one reason for the delay of the onset of the event, the
evolution of these particle profiles suggests that this driven
shock is associated with the LFH CME on DoY 274, because
the proton flux profiles at all energies are consistent with
this interpretation. ACE observed the passage of this shock
about 10 h before the launch of the LFH CME. There is the
possibility that the associated interplanetary structure mod-
ified the IMF. If this has been the case, the magnetic con-
nection between the LFH CME-driven shock and the ACE
spacecraft is not as simple as expected from the Parker
spiral of a nonperturbed solar wind of 500 km s1.
[59] In the upstream region of the IP shock on DoY 276 at
8:00 UT, the IMF shows northern polarity, and it is
enhanced to 10 nT until about 3 h before the shock arrival
when it turns smoothly southern. The smoothness of the IMF
together with a decreased proton temperature and a ratio of
alphas to protons up to 0.5 (not shown in Figure 12),
clearly above background, indicate the presence of a previ-
ous ICME. This ICME, the signatures of which start on
3 October at 00:00 UT, does not drive any shock (in fact,
it travels slower than the solar wind ahead). Proton temper-
ature slightly increases after the shock passage at about 8 h
later, and it remains depleted during the following 8 h. Then,
temperature sharply increases, indicating the rear boundary
of the ICME. There is also a remarkable jump in the mag-
netic field due to the IP shock, which induces a not negli-
gible compression of the magnetic field of the previous
ICME. To explain these solar wind and IMF features, we
propose the following scenario: during its journey to ACE
and Earth, the IP shock encounters and overtakes a former
ICME most probably produced near the central meridian, as
the PH CME observed on 29 September at 11:54:05 UT
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(likely in AR9636). Wind/WAVES cannot shed light on this
possibility due to the difficulty to discern radio bursts in
times of such elevated solar activity.
[60] Besides the uncertainty of the identification of the ICME
solar parent event, several features described above indicate a
relationship between the IP shock on 3 October observed by
ACE at 08:00 UT and the LFH CME. Therefore, although the
previous ICME provides the negative Bz related to the initial
decrease of the Dst index (after the increase related to the
associated ssc), it is the IP shock related to the LFH CME that
produces a strong jump in the IMF and, consequently, in
southern Bz, finally developing an intense storm with a peak
value of166 nT. However, theDst indexwas recovering from
a previous geomagnetic storm with values ranging between
80 and100 nT on 2 October. In short, we conclude that the
LFH CME on 1 October is geoeffective.
Figure 11. Interplanetary data and geomagnetic indices for event #25. An arrow in the first panel indi-
cates the time of the first appearance in the field of view of the LASCO/C2 coronagraph of the LFH
CME on 25 January 2007. The format is the same as that of Figure 10. The shadowed area indicates
the interaction region between the fast stream and the slow solar wind. An arrow in the ninth panel marks
the time of minimum value of the Dst index.
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4.2.2. Event #12 (21 April 2002)
[61] This limb full halo CME is first identified in the
LASCO C2 coronagraph at 01:27 UT on 21 April 2002
(DoY 111), at equatorial latitudes on the west limb, and later
on it develops into a full halo CME observed in the FOV of
LASCO C3. During an eruption in AR 09906 observed at
01:13 UT in EIT 195 Å, GOES detected a large X1.5 flare at
S14W84. This event was previously reported, among others,
by Gopalswamy et al. [2010b]. This eruption triggered at
02:00 UT the lift off of a nearby quiescent filament, whose
presence is evidenced somewhat later within the fine
structure of this CME. A linear fit through the height-time
points taken by the LASCO CME catalog’s operator yields a
plane-of-sky speed of 2400 km s1.
[62] The ACE data for this event are shown in Figure 13.
As can be seen, an IP shock (Figure 13, solid line) is observed
at 04:00 UT on 23 April (DoY 113), producing a sudden
impulse in the Dst index. Following the shock, a sheath
region can be identified by the high temperatures and densi-
ties and by the compressed magnetic field observed in this
region. Dst values start decreasing significantly in this sheath
region, because it contains a negative Bz structure with values
Figure 12. Interplanetary data and Dst index for event #7. An arrow in the first panel indicates the time
of first appearance in the field of view of the LASCO/C2 coronagraph of the LFH CME on 1 October 2001.
The format is the same as that of Figure 7. The two vertical lines indicate the passage of forward IP shocks by
ACE (see text for details). An arrow in the ninth panel marks the time of minimum value of the Dst index.
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reaching16 nT. This causes a moderate geomagnetic storm
with a Dst reaching 57 nT on 23 April at 16:00 UT. There
are no signatures of the ejecta itself, which most probably
passed to the west of the Earth.
[63] Wind/WAVES TNR data show kilometric type II
emission after this LFH CME, whose slope was measured
between the range 110–50 kHz (35–75 Rs from the Sun).
The latter indicates a traveling speed of 800 km s1
(Figure 14), assuming, in this case, a local plasma frequency at
Wind of 4 cm3, given that the local electronic plasma fre-
quency line was quite stable around that value. The expected
arrival time to 1 AU almost coincides with that of the shock
detected by ACE, which supports their association.
[64] High-energy (>80 MeV) protons are observed shortly
after the X-ray flare eruption. The smooth change in shape of
the proton intensity-time profiles from high energy, peaking at
the prompt phase, to low energies (<0.5 MeV), peaking at the
shock passage, strongly supports that the IP shock observed
corresponds to the LFH CME observed on DoY 111.
4.2.3. Event #16 (15 June 2003)
[65] The LFH CME on 15 June 2003 (DoY 166) first
appeared in LASCO C2 at 23:54 UT, arising from AR10386
Figure 13. Interplanetary data andDst index for event #12. An arrow in the first panel indicates the time of
first appearance in the field of view of the LASCO/C2 coronagraph of the LFH CME on 21 April 2002. The
format is the same as that of Figure 7. The two vertical lines indicate the passage of forward IP shocks by
ACE (see text for details). An arrow in the ninth panel marks the time of minimum value of the Dst index.
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at S07 on the Sun’s east limb. Its inferred plane-of-sky speed
is 2053 km s1. This CME is associated with an X1.3 flare,
peaking at 23:56 UT and located at S07E80. According to
the Wind/WAVES TII listing and the type II catalog at the
CDAW data center, the type II emission reported on 16 June
2003 reaches 400 kHz. However, a kilometric smoothly down-
ward drifting feature was found in the WAVES/TNR data.
Its travel speed around 0.5 AU (73–53 kHz) was derived to be
530 km s1, assuming a local plasma density of 11.5 cm3
and an emission at the fundamental component. Propagating
at a constant speed from this point onward, its arrival would
be expected to occur at09:00 UT on 18 June. For E<40MeV,
proton intensities simultaneously increase immediately after
the passage of a solar wind and magnetic field discontinuity
at 08:45 UT on 18 June (DoY 169) (dashed line in Figure 15).
The simultaneous particle increase suggests that particles
have been locally trapped by a magnetic barrier and their
enhancement is only observed after the discontinuity has swept
the spacecraft. Such situations have been formerly studied at
low (<4 MeV) [van Nes et al., 1985] and high energies [Lario
et al., 2008]. This small SEP event is likely associated with
the HCME on 17 June at 23:18 UT, but there might be a con-
tribution at low energy from the LFH CMEs downstream.
[66] Nevertheless, the same day at 04:28 UT, ACE detec-
ted another discontinuity in the solar wind speed and in the
magnetic field intensity (Figure 15, solid line); this is just
5 h prior to the Dst peak. This discontinuity or shock can
be confirmed by solar wind density and temperature jumps
from ACE/SWEPAM 64-s level 2 data. Note that the proton
monitor sensor of SOHO/CELIAS/MTOF/instrument [Ipavich
et al., 1998] detected a shock at 04:44 UT that same day
(http://umtof.umd.edu/pm). This shock occurs about 52 h
after the LFH CME was first seen by LASCO. Cane et al.
[2010] and Gopalswamy et al. [2010b, 2010d] associated
this shock with the LFH CME observed by LASCO on
15 June at 23:54 UT.
[67] Between the more than 4 h interval between both
discontinuities, the alpha-to-proton density ratio is clearly
enhanced over the background. Moreover, the GSM mag-
netic field z-component is steady and southern with values
approximately –20 nT. As a consequence, the Dst index,
which already exhibited a decreasing time profile since DoY
167 at 10:00 UT, decreased again from51 nT at 06:00 UT to
141 nT at 10:00 UT. Astafyeva [2009] studied the iono-
spheric effects of this geomagnetic storm and also comments
that its source is related to the shock driven by the LFH CME.
4.2.4. Event #17 (4 November 2003)
[68] This LFH CME appeared in the field of view of
LASCO C2 at 19:54 UT on 4 November (DoY 308), after an
X17 flare (the largest of our list) at S19W83 within
AR10486. The plane-of-sky projected speed as measured
from both LASCO coronagraphs yielded 2650 km s1.
ACE observed an IP shock on 6 November (DoY 310) at
19:19 UT (Figure 16, solid line). Type II emission present in
Wind/WAVES data, indicates an IP shock undoubtedly
related to the LFH CME. Its slope was derived from the
profile evident in the RAD1 dynamic spectrum, within the
range 700–90 kHz (6.5–40 Rs) from the Sun. It indicates a
traveling speed of 930 km s1 (Figure 17), assuming,
in this case, a local plasma frequency at Wind of 4 cm3,
given that the local electronic plasma frequency line was
quite stable around that value. Assuming constant speed and
an earthward propagation of the emitting portion of the
shock, its estimated arrival time is 6 November at 17:00 UT,
thus indicating a likely association. This event was previ-
ously reported, among others, byGopalswamy et al. [2010b].
[69] First high-energy (>80 MeV) protons detected by
GOES-11 at 1 AU were released at the time of the X-ray
flare (after correcting the flight time along the IMF), with
particle intensities peaking shortly after, at the prompt phase
(Figure 16, first panel). Low-energy (<5 MeV) proton pro-
files observed by ACE/EPAM have high pre-event intensi-
ties due to a previous large SEP event on 2 November. These
low-energy profiles peak at the shock arrival. The high-to-
low energy set of flux profiles strongly suggest that the
shock on 6 November corresponds to the LFH CME
Figure 14. Type II emission related to the LFH CME on 21 April 2002 as observed in the Wind/WAVES
dynamic spectrum. The slope of the emission drifting down in frequency indicates an IP shock traveling at
800 km s–1 with an estimated arrival time almost coincident with that of the shock arrival at ACE.
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Figure 15. Interplanetary data and Dst index for event #16. An arrow in the first panel indicates the time
of the first appearance in the field of view of the LASCO/C2 coronagraph of the LFH CME on 15 June
2003. The first panel shows proton intensity-time profiles measured by the ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 detec-
tor, from 0.115 to 4.8 MeV (color coded). The black trace corresponds to the 115–315 keV electron inten-
sity measured by the ACE/EPAM/DE30 detector, multiplied by 200 as indicated. Shown, from top to
bottom, are the magnetic field intensity and the magnetic field components in GSM coordinates (measured
by ACE/MAG); the solar wind density, temperature, and speed; and the alpha-to-proton density ratio
(measured by ACE/SWEPAM). The two vertical lines indicate the passage of discontinuities by ACE
(see text for details). The tenth panel shows the Dst index. An arrow in the tenth panel indicates the
time of minimum value of the Dst index.
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Figure 16. Interplanetary data and Dst index for event #17. An arrow in the first panel indicates the
time of the first appearance in the field of view of the LASCO/C2 coronagraph of the LFH CME on
4 November 2003. The format is the same as that of Figure 7. The two vertical lines indicate the passage of
IP shocks by ACE (see text for details). An arrow in the ninth panel indicates the time of minimum value of
the Dst index.
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observed on DoY 308, supporting the association made from
radio data.
[70] As a consequence of this IP shock and the southern
magnetic field observed downstream, geomagnetic indices AU
and AL show that the terrestrial magnetosphere is disturbed at
high latitudes on 6 November (DoY 310). ASY-H shows a
large disturbance over the background that is also registered at
the planetary level, as indicated by the disturbed am index (see
Figure 5). Although neither SYM-H nor Dst values surpass the
threshold of 50 nT, these indices, which recover from a
previous event in the beginning of the interval analyzed, show
an increase at around 21:00 UT corresponding to an ssc,
already reported by Gopalswamy et al. [2005b]. After this
time, there is a clear decrease in the Dst from +5 to21 nT at
23:00 UT followed by a slow recovery phase. A new distur-
bance is observed starting late on 8 November (DoY 312) that
reaches a peak value of 33 nT on 9 November at 20:00 UT.
The peak value has a lower value than the previous one, hence
it has been included in Table 1. However, this disturbance is
related to a reverse shock that clearly appears in the magnetic
field intensity and in the solar wind density at about 16:00 UT
(Figure 16, dashed line) and therefore is not associated with
the LFH CME.
[71] In summary, the IP shock observed on 6 November is
related to the LFH CME that disturbs the magnetosphere at
all latitudes and at the planetary level, although the Dst and
SYM-H indices did not fall below the 50 nT threshold.
5. Summary and Conclusions
[72] Of the 25 LFH CME events identified in solar cycle 23,
only 10 events show signatures of disturbance of the terrestrial
environment between 1 and 5 days after the CMEs’ first
appearances in LASCO/C2. After a careful analysis of solar,
interplanetary, and terrestrial data, we conclude that four of
them are geoeffective LFH CMEs: the events on 1 October
2001, 21 April 2002, 15 June 2003, and 4 November 2003.
[73] The 1 October 2001 and the 15 June 2003 events
generated intense storms, with the Dst index peaking well
below100 nT (166 and141 nT, respectively). The high
disturbance they induced is related to the preconditioning of
the magnetosphere, already disturbed by a previous event.
Therefore, these LFH CMEs enhanced the geoeffectiveness
led by preceding events.
[74] The LFH on 21 April 2002 produced a moderate
storm, Dstmin = 57 nT. The 4 November 2003 event was
related to disturbances at high-latitude regions (as identified
from the AU and AL indices), and it was observed at the
planetary level (as indicated by the disturbed am index);
nevertheless, it was nongeoeffective at Dst index values.
[75] Through the analysis of the five geoeffective intervals
where the LFH CME was not related to the disturbance, we
have been able to derive that the solar source related to the
geoeffectiveness was close to the west limb in three cases
(23 April 1989, 22 March 2002, and 14 July 2005), or even
backsided for the event on 27 July 2005. Only in one case
(28 December 2001) was the solar source not close to the
limb, but on W54. All those geomagnetic storms were mod-
erate, except that on 22 March 2002, for which the Dst index
reached 100 nT. This large disturbance from a solar loca-
tion far from the central solar meridian could be due to the
fact that the ejection arose from the interaction between two
active regions, supporting the results byCerrato et al. [2012].
[76] On the basis of the events analyzed, we conclude that
LFH CMEs are able to disturb the terrestrial environment.
We have not found any evidence for intense or severe geo-
magnetic storms associated only with a LFH CME; to pro-
duce an intense disturbance, it is necessary to have the
magnetosphere already preconditioned by a previous solar
ejection. In this case, an intense storm arises. Nevertheless,
solar ejections from the interaction between two active
regions close to the west limb have been found to be asso-
ciated with an intense storm.
[77] A three-point view of the Sun, as provided by the
STEREO and SOHO spacecraft, was not available during solar
cycle 23, and therefore the determination of the solar sources of
geomagnetic events was not always a straightforward process.
Type II emission and energetic particles were key to establish
the whole Sun-Earth chain of the analyzed events.
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